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LMHA
Advanced Planning
Redevelopment Strategies

13 Strategic Locations

$1.3 Million Placemaking Investment

4 Project Managers
• Kathleen O’Neil, LMHA
• Sarah Lindgren, Public Art
• Jason Canuel, Metro Parks
• Christopher Fitzgerald, VPPA
15th & Muhammad Ali

Justice
LOUD and CLEAR!

Rev. Louis H. Coleman, Jr.

"Justice, Loud and Clear!"
Victor Sweatt

Magazine Street

MAKE HISTORY

AM HIGH

THOMAS BLOOM

NATIVE SON

LOUISVILLE NEWS

ALBERT NEYER

WILLIAM WENDT

DR. GALE JAMES

WILLIE'S COLE

MAK STREET KIDS

PUBLISHING PROS

THE FIRST
Often Seen Rarely Spoken

Chestnut Street
Vacant Lot Project at 510 S. 18th St.
“The Lily Pad”

Project Partner:
Pamela Haines, Sweet Peaches
Vacant Lot Project at 634 & 636 S. 18th St.  
“Opportunity Corner”

THE CONCEPT

GRASS EDGE
18” perennial edge

SURFACE MATERIAL
Mixture of crushed stone, wood chips and turf to suit budget

GARDEN SEAT WALL
Seat wall to frame community corner, bike parking and direct gateway to garden

GATEWAY
Garden specific entrance feature

Project Partner:
Canann Community Development Corporation & Louisville Grows